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Hawai i s First Hyatt Centric Branded Hotel Set To Open In Winter 2016-2017
In the former Waikiki Trade Center

PARIS - HONOLULU, 14.07.2016, 08:46 Time

USPA NEWS - CoastWood Capital Group, Chartres Lodging Group and KKR announced on July 15, plans to open Hyatt Centric
WaikÄ«kÄ« Beach in the former WaikÄ«kÄ« Trade Center. The new hotel is slated to open this winter and will offer modern
accommodations including 230 upscale, oversized rooms and suites with...

CoastWood Capital Group, Chartres Lodging Group and KKR announced on July 15, plans to open Hyatt Centric WaikÄ«kÄ« Beach
in the former WaikÄ«kÄ« Trade Center. The new hotel is slated to open this winter and will offer modern accommodations including
230 upscale, oversized rooms and suites with state-of-the-art amenities, spa-like bathrooms, and signature services. Hyatt Centric
WaikÄ«kÄ« Beach will be the first Hyatt Centric hotel in Hawai'i and will place guests in the center of the action allowing easy options
for exploration.

The addition of a new, 34,000-square-foot, two-level Nordstrom Rack to the redeveloped WaikÄ«kÄ« Trade Center was announced
last year and will open in the fall of 2016. Several other retailers will also open at the street level in newly-renovated spaces, including
Starbucks, Jamba Juice and American Savings Bank. The Hyatt Centric brand was introduced in 2015 as a new, full-service lifestyle
brand within the Hyatt family.

The idea to repurpose the WaikÄ«kÄ« Trade Center (which was previously an almost-empty office building with a few night clubs) into
an upscale hotel destination was driven by the need to provide more much-needed hotel rooms in WaikÄ«kÄ«, which has seen the
loss of more than 5,000 hotel rooms since 2000.

Source : CoastWood Capital Group
* Photo on The Left : Hyatt Centric WaikÄ«kÄ« Beach
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